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In the right light, at the right time,
everything is extraordinary.
Aaron Rose
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Profile
Lighting is the pivotal factor in creating the perfect ambience for any setting. By influencing and
controlling different types of lighting, the mood of a room can change from calm and romantic,
to energising and vibrant.
At Million Lighting, we stretch the possibilities of lighting to a different level. By combining
creativity and technology, we introduce cutting-edge customised lighting designs that raise
lighting to a true art form, while never compromising function. By doing so, we have created
a wide spectrum of diverse ambiences for the region’s most high-profile institutions and
corporations, award-winning hotels, world-renowned entertainment and leisure parks, as well
as private residences.
As a pioneer of the lighting industry in Singapore, Million Lighting brings to the table four decades
of illuminating trends and innovations. Being one of Singapore’s leading lighting companies, Million
Lighting has distinguished itself as a provider of high-quality, innovative holistic lighting solutions,
for discerning developers, architects and interior designers.
At Million Lighting, we understand the power of lighting in influencing mood, textures and
overall well-being. The concept of space and influencing spatial perceptions form the basis of
our creations. We take pride in providing a comprehensive suite of services, from retail and
distribution, to decorative lighting customisation and technical support. Our team of lighting
designers, engineers and product specialists brings in-depth knowledge and vast experience to
every project as well as steadfast commitment to quality, innovative design, technical excellence
and dedicated after-sales support.
Bearing testimony to our accomplishments is an extensive portfolio of high-profile projects
undertaken locally and internationally, spanning exterior work on facades and landscaping, as
well as interior work for residential, commercial and mixed-use properties.
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Leadership

Alice Chua

Edwin Chua

Nana-Au Chua

Christine Chua

Steven Chua

Chairman

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Director

Director of Business
Development

As one of the founders of Million,
Alice was a key figure in the company’s
rise to the position of leading lighting
specialist in Singapore and the region.
In her capacity as Managing Director,
she continues to lead with quiet
strength. She is a mentor to the next
generation of leaders, imparting the
lessons of over 40 years of experience,
and instilling Million’s bedrock values
of trust and integrity.

A graduate of Boston University,
USA with a degree in Business
Administration, Edwin has more than
10 years of experience in the lighting
industry. Having always taken an active
interest in the business, he joined
Million in 1995. Displaying a sharp
mind, good business acumen and
technical understanding, he helms all
aspects of the business, from project
management to retail, manufacturing
and finances.

A graduate of Boston University, USA
with a degree in Biology and Business
Administration, Nana worked as a
banker with Hong Leong Finance and
Bank of America before joining her
husband, Edwin, at Million in 1999.
Responsible for business development
in Singapore and the region, she has
been instrumental in realising Million’s
potential to meet the lighting needs
of contemporary architects, whose
styles veer towards sleek simplicity.
Her ability to forge strong client
relationships and identify emerging
trends has helped cement Million’s
position as a relevant force in the
industry.

After graduating from the National
University of Singapore with a degree
in Business Administration, Christine
worked for a year at container
shipping and logistics service company
Orient Overseas Container Line. She
subsequently joined Million in 1993,
first taking on an administration role,
and then moving into the domain
of retail sales. Today, Christine is
responsible for local procurement as
well as managing high-end residential
project-based sales while taking care
of Million’s regular clients.

Armed with a Master of Architecture
degree from Columbia University,
Steven practised as an architect in
New York for several years. He went
on to graduate with an MBA from the
University of Chicago, and worked as a
consultant for Fox Searchlight Pictures
in Los Angeles for three years, where
he played an integral role in numerous
film acquisition and distribution deals.
He subsequently joined Microsoft’s
Media & Entertainment Group, where
he developed long-term strategy and
evaluated multimillion-dollar digital
video licensing deals.
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In mid-2010, Steven joined the family
business as Director of Business
Development, dividing his time
between Singapore and the US where
he is focused on opening up new
avenues of opportunity. He currently
manages the company’s global
accounts.

Retail & distribution
Our showroom, The Lighting Gallery, showcases an impressive range of decorative and architectural lighting
collections by some of the world’s leading brands including Saint-Louis, Artemide, Marset, LZF, Anglepoise,
Erco and Kartell among others.
The Lighting Gallery provides inspirations for developers, architects, interior designers and homeowners
seeking to enhance their property or project needs with limitless choice and the latest international lighting
designs and innovations.

GLOBAL BRANDS exclusive to million

Distributor for

A room is like a stage.
If you see it without lighting,
it can be the coldest place
in the world.
Paul Lynde
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Competitive ADVANTAGE
Rusia
United Kingdom

United States
of America

Baku
Tunisia

Cairo

Amman
Bahrain

Japan

Dubai

India

Myanmar

Hong Kong
Philippines

Malaysia

Maldives

Singapore
Seychelles

Indonesia

Zanzibar
Mauritius
Swaziland

Australia

A 5-pronged approach underscores our comprehensive services to ensure that our
lighting solutions meet client expectations. The team is well-placed to work alongside
architects and interior designers to define lighting solutions that deliver from the
onset. In addition, we deploy our technical team onsite, locally or overseas, to review
site requirements and resolve installation issues if the need arises.
Integration
From architectural meshes to customising fixture housings to innovative cable
routing, we provide lighting solutions that blend seamlessly with any design.
Control Solutions
Different projects have different lighting needs. Our team of professionals will advise
you on control solutions ranging from simple dimming with colour changes to videolike effects, offering a flexibility that enables us to meet almost any lighting effect
requirement.
Customisation
From lighting fixtures to complex decorative and architectural lighting schemes, we
provide custom design and manufacturing for individual projects upon request.

Million Offices
Market Presence

Scalability
Coordinated lighting effects on building facades or spanning across interiors that
cover extremely large spaces, our customised solutions have been well-received.
HEAD OFFICE & THE LIGHTING GALLERY,
Singapore

million consolidated holdings sdn bhd,
malaysia

203 Kallang Bahru
Million Building
Singapore 339340
T +65 6743 2033
F +65 6748 1109
E enquiry@millionlighting.com

A-10-3A, Pangsapuri Service Apartment
Binjai 8, No.2 Lorong Binjai
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
T +60 03 2181 2149

Win Lighting, Hong Kong

PT. SinarwIn National, Indonesia

Level 19, Two International Finance Centre
8 Finance Street Central
Hong Kong, China
T +852 2251 1608
F +852 2251 1618
E enquiry@millionlighting.com

Hall E Lt 2 No 203
Arena PRJ Kemayoran
Jakarta 10620, Indonesia
T/F +62 21 2664 5295
E enquiry@millionlighting.com
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Approachability
Our involvement can take any shape, at any stage of your project.

manufacturing facility &
resource Networks
Manufacturing is conducted at our well-equipped facility in China, where fabrication
is carried out to the exacting standards and precision demanded by our in-house
quality control teams.
Over the years, we have also established a wide resource network across the global
arena to provide a complete range of materials and fittings.
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EXTERIOR
FACADE & LANDSCAPE LIGHTING

Facade and landscape lightings are key components that form
the overall appearance of a development.
These lightings not only highlight the special features of
the architecture, they also help turn buildings into iconic
landmarks that blend into the cityscape.
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Carlton City Hotel, Singapore

Carlton City is the second property of the Carlton brand. It exudes newness
throughout, from its art decorated foyer walls to the exquisitely crafted interiors
and facade lighting. Experience the best of the new in the Tanjong Pagar district,
one of Singapore’s most exciting historical neighbourhoods. Carlton City is finely
attuned to the needs of well-travelled guests who have a taste for style
and comfort.
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Scope of Work: Facade Lighting // Client: Carlton
City Properties // Architect: DP Architects //
Lighting Consultant: The Lightbox //
Project Date: 2013
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PARKROYAL on Pickering, Singapore
Featuring lush sky gardens, reflecting pools and cascading vertical greenery,
PARKROYAL on Pickering boasts a unique hotel-in-a-garden concept that seamlessly
blends environmental principles with elements of nature throughout the property.

Scope of Work: Facade & ARCHITECTURAL Lighting // Client: UOL GROUP Limited// Architect: WOHA
Architects pte ltd // Lighting Consultant: lighting Planners ASSOCIATEs // Project Date: 2013
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Bugis+ (ILUMA), Singapore
A 10-storey shopping and entertainment complex targeted at young professionals.
Distinguished by an iconic exterior composed of faceted jewel-like fixtures that
transform the facade into a light and media display screen.

Scope of Work: Facade Lighting // Client: Jack Invesments Pte Ltd //
Architect: WOHA Architects pte ltd // Project Date: 2009
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Palais Renaissance, Singapore

An upscale shopping mall along Orchard Road, home to an array of international
luxury brands. A must-shop destination for the who’s who of the local and
expatriate community, and well-heeled travellers with the most refined tastes.

Scope of Work: Facade & ARCHITECTURAL Lighting //
Client: City Developments Limited // Architect: kajima design asia //
Project Date: 2008
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INTERIOR
COMMERCIAL

Commercial projects require sound understanding and
flexibility to meet each client’s unique needs, objectives
and timelines. From MNCs to retail outlets, we deliver
lighting strategies and products that meet their stringent
requirements.

mediacorp campus, singapore

Nestled within Singapore’s first digital media hub Mediapolis@one-north, the new
Mediacorp Campus proudly wears its award-winning design by acclaimed Japanese
architect Maki & Associates. Equipped with a state-of-the art 1,500-seat theatre
and advanced media technology, this masterpiece gleams with sheer brilliance,
igniting infinite possibilities in the minds of its viewers.

Scope of Work: ARCHITECTURAL Lighting //
Client: MEDIACORP // Architect: DP architects // lighting consultant:
LIGHTING PLANNERS ASSOCIATES // Project Date: 2016
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Collision 8, Singapore

As a Collaborative Innovation Workspace, Collision 8 brings innovators together
to ignite ideas, form alliances, and shape the business world of tomorrow. It offers
membership to a community of ambitious innovators. Engineering serendipity
through member curation and personalised introductions, it fosters high value
connections between members. Collision 8 provides top-of-the-line workspaces
that inspire, energise, and bring ideas to life.

SCOPE OF WORK: ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING // CLIENT:
COLLISION 8 // DESIGNER: AsYLUM CREATIVE //
LIGHTING CONSULTANT: SWITCH // PROJECT DATE: 2016
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The Black Swan, SIngapore
The Black Swan is a distinctive Grand Cafe and Bar serving a fresh take on
European bistro classics. Set in a historic Art Deco building, The Black Swan
injects new life and glamour into the heart of Singapore’s Central Business District.
The beautiful 3-storey space – formerly home to Kwang Tung Provincial Bank –
comprises a stunning restaurant and bar, a discreet private dining room that once
housed the building's original bank vault, and an intimate mezzanine lounge perched
above the bustle of city life.

Scope of Work: decorative & architectural Lighting // Client: The lo & behold group //
interior designer: takenouchi webb // Project Date: 2013
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balzac brasserie & bar, singapore

Balzac serves up the best French home-style cooking without any of the pomp.
The food is straightforward and accessible to every palate, while still meeting lofty
Gallic standards.
The finest talents from the Loire vallery whip up French classics for breakfast, lunch and
dinner, to be enjoyed with the wide array of aperitifs, digestifs and cocktails on offer.

Scope of Work: decorative & ARCHITECTURAL Lighting //
Client: vsc overseas pte ltd// interior designer: a d lab //
Project Date: 2012
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flower field hall, gardens by the bay,
singapore
Gardens by the Bay consists of three distinct waterfront gardens – Bay South,
Bay East and Bay Central, set in the heart of Singapore's new downtown Marina
Bay district, next to the Marina Reservoir. Spanning 101 hectares, Gardens by the
Bay is an integral part of the government’s plan to transform Singapore from a
'Garden City' to a 'City in a Garden'. The stated aim is to raise the quality of life by
enhancing greenery and flora in the city.
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Scope of Work: decorative & architectural Lighting // Client: kurihara kogyo co., ltd //
architect: wilkinson eyre architects // Project Date: 2012
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kaiseki yoshiyuki & uma uma,
singapore

At Kaiseki Yoshiyuki and Uma Uma, you’ll enjoy the best of what Japanese cuisine
has to offer. Kaiseki Yoshiyuki offers a Kyoto-style kaiseki-ryori dinner, where
ceremony and tradition are just as delectable as the tantalizing food.
If your palate leans towards the homey and casual, Uma Uma will satisfy you with
authentic Hakata-style ramen, cooked according to an age-old family recipe. Both
are within walking distance of each other, located in Forum the Shopping Mall at
Orchard Road.
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Scope of Work: decorative & architectural Lighting // Client: yoshi & uma //
interior designer: asylum creative // Lighting consultant: SWITCH // Project Date: 2012
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iggy's, the hilton, singapore
One of Singapore's most iconic restaurants, critically acclaimed for providing one
of the best dining experiences in Asia, fusing European fare with Asian flair. Ranked
top in The Miele Guide 2010/2011 and among the 2010 San Pellegrino World's Best
Restaurants list.

Scope of Work: decorative Lighting // Client: iggy's pte ltd //
interior designer: asylum creative // Lighting consultant: SWITCH // Project Date: 2010
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jin sha, four seasons hotel,
hangzhou china
One of Hangzhou's finest dining venues, set within the Four Seasons Hotel
Hangzhou on the shores of China’s historic West Lake. A Chinese restaurant of
international calibre, offering authentic local and regional cuisine, and an intimate
dining experience in private pavilions around a garden lagoon.
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Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: hangzhou jinsha harbor tour culture village co. ltd //
interior designer: design studio spin // Project Date: 2010
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munich auto (bmw m3 showroom),
Singapore
Munich Automobiles Pte Ltd is world’s first dedicated BMW M dealer. The full
range of BMW's high-performing M vehicles – M3, M5, M 6, X5M and X6M – and M
accessories can be found at their Singapore showroom.
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Scope of Work: architectural Lighting // Client: munich automobile//
interior designer: eco.id architects // Project Date: 2010
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Tanjong Beach club, singapore

Singapore's premier beachfront playground located at Tanjong Beach, one of the
most picturesque stretches of sand on Sentosa Island.
An all-day urban escape oozing sexy sophistication, combining a restaurant, bar and
chill-out pool close to the water's edge.

Scope of Work: decorativE & architectural
Lighting // Client: the lo & behold group //
interior designer: takenouchi webb // Lighting
consultant: lighting planners associates //
Project Date: 2010
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INTERIOR
HOSPITALITY

Lighting is essential to hospitality developments in creating
an inviting atmosphere that is as aesthetically welcoming as it
is functional. Our professionals understand the importance
of putting together decorative and architectural lighting
proposals in line with every client’s unique requirements and
expectations.

INTERCONTINENTAL, SINGAPORE
Set in the heart of Singapore’s historical enclaves, this luxury landmark exudes
an undeniably opulent charm, spiced up with a dash of local flavour, that is
reflected in its world-renowned hospitality. Each room at the InterContinental
Singapore offers a sneak preview of authentic Singapore, with an array of
contemporary and heritage-inspired furnishings that highlight an unrivalled guest
experience for both business and leisure travellers.

Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: frasers hospitality trust //
interior designer: fbeye international // LIGHTING CONSULTANT: RED ENGINEERING ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD //
Project Date: 2015
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the south beach, singapore
A stunning landmark, The South Beach is the latest addition to Singapore’s
dynamic skyline. The site of a former military camp, the historic buildings
were restored and incorporated into a breathtaking 5-star hotel designed by
the inimitable Philippe Starck. This 654-room structure blends contemporary
architecture with elements of the nation’s past. Quirky yet tasteful furnishings
help create infinite experiences for the adventurous guest.
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Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: SOUTH BEACH CONSORTIUM PTE LTD //
interior designer: PHILIPPE STARCK // LIGHTING CONSULTANT: LIGHT CIBLES PTE LTD // Project Date: 2016
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sofitel singapore sentosa resort & spa
A stunning panoramic view of sunsets and the sandy beaches of Sentosa await
the guests of Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort & Spa, the island’s newest luxury
5-star resort hotel. Known as a haven of tranquillity, far away from the bustle
of urban life, guests are immersed in an unforgettable experience born from the
fusion of French artistry and Singapore’s colonial charm.
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SCOPE OF WORK: DECORATIVE & ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING // CLIENT: ROYAL GROUP DEVELOPMENT pte ltd //
INTERIOR DESIGNER: MAXSTUDIO // LIGHTING CONSULTANT: DC+A LIGHT STUDIO // PROJECT DATE: 2015
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m social, singapore

Overlooking the picturesque Singapore River, set against the vibrant scenes of
Robertson Quay, stands yet another vision from the mind of renowned designer
Philippe Starck. M Social Singapore is a hotel for those who explore, the curious,
and the ones who dare to dream. Featuring 293 rooms, each one unique, this
charming gem beckons wanderers both local and from abroad.
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SCOPE OF WORK: DECORATIVE LIGHTING // CLIENT: CITY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED // INTERIOR DESIGNER: PHILIPPE
STARCK // LIGHTING CONSULTANT: LIGHT CIBLES PTE LTD // PROJECT DATE: 2016
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four seasons hotel, jakarta

The preferred address of distinguished travellers in Jakarta, this award-winning
landmark designed by the legendary César Pelli marries timeless, classic interiors
with impressive, tropical spaces outdoors. A sanctuary showcasing the art of
Indonesia through a carefully curated collection of works by contemporary and
historic artists, the Four Seasons capitalises on decades of exemplary hospitality.

SCOPE OF WORK: DECORATIVE LIGHTING // CLIENT: PT GREENLAND RAJAWALI UTAMA //
INTERIOR DESIGNER: CHAMPALIMAUD DESIGN, ny // PROJECT DATE: 2016
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carlton city hotel, singapore
An international 4-star business hotel conveniently located in one of the world's
most bustling and dynamic cities, the hotel offers guests an upscale and stylish
experience that resonates well with international business and leisure travellers.
Just minutes away from Tanjong Pagar MRT and Chinatown, the hotel is ideally
located on Gopeng Road, flanked by tall skyscrapers within the Central Business
District and the historic district of Tanjong Pagar.
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Scope of Work: decorativE & architectural
Lighting // Client: carlton city properties //
architect: dp architects //
interior designer: hirsch bedner associates //
Project Date: 2013
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four seasons resort at jimbaran bay,
indonesia
Experience an authentically Balinese luxury resort nestled right at the ocean’s edge,
giving resort guests direct access to the beach. Steep yourself in local island culture,
unwind with holistic spa treatments and enjoy a wide range of dining options,
including the new beachfront Sundara restaurant.
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Scope of Work: decorative Lighting // Client: hotel properties ltd//
interior designer: design studio spin // Project Date: 2013
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four seasons resort bali at sayan,
Indonesia

Discover an exciting range of culture and nature-oriented activities destined to
thrill both couples and families. Located in the island's central highlands, hidden
in a lush paradise beside the Ayung River, Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan is
surrounded by lush forest greenery and rice paddies. It's a tropical paradise that
puts you close to the artistic capital of Ubud, as well as tiny villages, Hindu temples
and cultural attractions.

Scope of Work: decorative Lighting //
Client: hotel properties ltd // interior designer: design studio spin //
Project Date: 2013
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four seasons safari lodge
serengeti, tanzania

Four Seasons Safari Lodge Serengeti is strategically positioned in the central north
region of the Serengeti National Park in Tanzania. From Dar es Salaam, Seronera is
the closest airstrip.
From there you'll be whisked to the lodge via private safari vehicle in about 45
minutes. This trip offers an exceptional preview of the Serengeti's bountiful wildlife.

Scope of Work: decorative Lighting //
Client: hotel properties ltd//
interior designer: wilson associates //
Project Date: 2013
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four seasons resort, seychelles

A picture-perfect view of the Indian Ocean, enveloped in solitude and serenity,
awaits from exclusive tree-house villas nestled within the lush greeneries atop the
hills of Seychelles. The Four Seasons Resort never fails to charm guests with its
impeccable signature hospitality while they leisurely savour the picturesque view,
the pristine waters, the beautiful sunset; indeed, the experience of a lifetime.
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SCOPE OF WORK: DECORATIVE LIGHTING //
CLIENT: Hotel Properties Limited //
INTERIOR DESIGNER: Hirsch Bedner Associates //
PROJECT DATE: 2016
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parkroyal on pickering, singapore
PARKROYAL on Pickering has a unique hotel concept of lofty sky gardens, and an
exclusive rooftop Orchid Club lounge that offers amazing 360 degree views of the
Singapore skyline.
Enjoy modern comfort in rooms and suites, and a dedicated wellness floor with
terrace pool, spa and jogging track high above street level.
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Scope of Work: decorativE & Architectural
Lighting // Client: uol group limited //
architect: woha architects // Project Date: 2013
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the westin, singapore

Located downtown in Singapore's prestigious financial district, situated on beautiful
Marina Bay, every aspect of the Westin is carefully selected to create an emotional
connection. Guests are welcomed with a treat for the senses: warm lighting,
beautiful botanical arrangements, signature music, and the calming scent of
white tea.
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Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting //
Client: blackrock singapore //
interior designer: fbeye international //
Project Date: 2013
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capri by fraser - changi city, singapore
Capri by Fraser is a revolution in hospitality. Harnessing the best in smart hotel
technology, this hotel provides comfort in a unique way that is both informal and
professional. Boasting facilities such as a high-tech boardroom with touch-screen
capabilities, a steam room and sauna, and Xbox Kinect on every floor, Capri by
Fraser caters to both your business and leisure needs.

Scope of Work: decorative Lighting // Client: frasers hospitality //
architect: eco.id architects // Project Date: 2012
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pan pacific, singapore

Pan Pacific is a towering presence in every sense. Every measure is taken to
ensure that guests enjoy only the very best during their stay. With facilities such
as a holistic wellness spa and even its own tennis court, Pan Pacific provides an
incomparable experience for any guest.

Scope of Work: decorative & architectural Lighting //
Client: pan pacific hotels group // interior designer: chada asia //
lighting consultant: meinhardt light studio // Project Date: 2012
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shangri-la hotel, singapore

Escape the chaos of the city by stepping into this sanctuary located in the heart of
Orchard Road. Guests can rediscover themselves as they have every need attended
to, whether it is in the state-of-the-art spa or a luscious garden. Serenity is assured
at Shangri-La.

Scope of Work: decorative Lighting //
Client: shangri-la group // architect: maps design
studio // Project Date: 2012
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singapore marriott hotel, singapore
Located in the heart of the business, shopping and entertainment district, Singapore
Marriott Hotel is known for its iconic green pagoda towering over Orchard Road.
This 5-star hotel boasts 393 guest rooms, including pool terrace rooms and
splendid suites. Recently refurbished to offer a new level of luxury, the guest
rooms feature LCD high-definition televisions, high-speed internet, a smoke-free
environment and the famed Marriott Revive bedding.
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Scope of Work: decorativE & architectural Lighting // Client: singapore marriott hotel //
interior designer: hirsch bedner associates // Project Date: 2012
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four seasons hotel shanghai
at pudong, china

This luxury hotel offers an ambience inspired by modern Shanghai’s 21st-century
tastes. Enjoy the unique Executive Club, an intimate spa with a city-view pool, and
Shanghai's most dynamic – or most discreet – restaurants.

Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting //
Client: hotel properties ltd // interior designer:
design studio spin // Project Date: 2011
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The ritz-carlton, millenia singapore

The Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore is a luxury hotel located in Marina Centre,
the largest and fastest growing business and commercial centre in Singapore.
Featuring 608 newly-renovated guestrooms with unobstructed views of the skyline
and Marina Bay, award-winning dining and a soothing spa, The Ritz-Carlton hotel
is a luxurious oasis nestled in the heart of the city, and is a short scenic stroll away
from the integrated resort.

Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: pontiac land group //
interior designer: burega farnell // Project Date: 2011
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alila villas soori, bali indonesia
A luxury all-villa resort that spectacularly redefines beachfront living in West
Bali, Indonesia, its contemporary Asian architecture was inspired by its secluded
location between lush rice fields and the Indian Ocean. Surrounded by verdant
fields and fronting a beach of ebony sand, Alila Villas Soori is the newest resort to
grace the Balinese coast. Located mere minutes from one of Bali's most hallowed
sites, Tanah Lot Temple, the resort contains an enclave of multi-room villas with
incomparable views.
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Scope of Work: decorativE & architectural Lighting // Client: alila villas soori //
architect: scda architects // Project Date: 2010
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studio m hotel, singapore
Singapore's first fully loft-inspired hotel where style and functionality are
expressed with the elegance of Italian architect and design maestro, Piero
Lissoni. The epitome of chic and savvy living, located within Singapore's vibrant
entertainment precinct.

Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: millennium & COPTHORNE hotels //
architect: ong&ong pte ltd // Project Date: 2010
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hotel & casino, resorts world sentosa,
singapore
Singapore's largest integrated resort comprising one of the country’s two
casinos, a Universal Studios theme park, six hotels, world-class MICE facilities
and a half-kilometer stretch of luxury shopping and fine dining.
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Scope of Work: decorativE Lighting // Client: resorts world at sentosa pte ltd //
architect: dp architects // Project Date: 2009
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INTERIOR
INSTITUTIONs

Typically large scale in nature, institutional projects require
specific expertise to deliver on their technical requirements,
scale and optimal functionality. Million Lighting's mastery of
customisation, integration, scalability and control solutions
provides reliable, comprehensive and seamless solutions for
such projects.

school of the arts, singapore

Singapore's first national pre-tertiary specialised arts school, centrally located in
the city's arts and heritage district. Winner of the Learning Building category at the
World Architecture Festival 2010 for its unique combination of inner-city school
and professional performing arts venue.

Scope of Work: architectural Lighting //
Client: school of the arts, singapore //
architect: woha architects //
Lighting consultant: lighting planners associates
// Project Date: 2010
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BUDDHA TOOTH RELIC TEMPLE
AND MUSEUM, SINGAPORE

This 4-storey Buddhist temple and cultural complex in Singapore's Chinatown
district combines the architectural style of the Tang Dynasty with the Buddhist
concept of the Mandala. It was built to house relics of the Buddha, and as a shrine
devoted to the future Buddha.

Scope of Work: architectural
Lighting // Client: buddha tooth
relic temple (singapore) //
Project Date: 2008
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church of st mary of the angels,
singapore
A Catholic church originally built in 1970. Expanded and redeveloped more
than three decades later, its unique balance between liturgical tradition and
contemporary expression earned the prestigious President's Design Award in 2006.

Scope of Work: architectural Lighting //
Client: church of st mary of the angels // Project Date: 2007
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asian civilisations museum,
singapore
Dubbed the cultural melting pot of Asia, Singapore showcases its diverse heritage at
one of the pioneering museums that focus on Asian history, the Asian Civilisations
Museum. Located at the mouth of the Singapore River, the ACM takes you on a
journey of the peoples from around the region.
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SCOPE OF WORK: ARCHITECTURAl LIGHTING // CLIENT:
SINGAPORE HERITAGE BOARD // LIGHTING CONSULTANT:
ARUP SINGAPORE PTE LTD // PROJECT DATE: 2015
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203 Kallang Bahru
Million Building
Singapore 339340
T +65 6743 2033
F +65 6748 1109
enquiry@millionlighting.com
www.millionlighting.com
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